
2018 Series 6 #SQUADGOALS: Part 4

Who’s your squad? What does squad even mean? Are your 
#SQUADGOALS reasonable? If you have a squad, should you 

have goals for your squad?

 Squad = your real friends.
Friendship is a key to a healthy life. In fact, the lack of 

friendship...can be bad for your health. Studies show loneliness 
hurts your health more than smoking, drinking, eating bad, and 

not exercising. So, health goals are great. 
But #SQUADGOALS are better.



Icebreaker (5 min)
Where’s your favorite 
place to eat with your 

squad? Why?

#SQUADGOALS | Part 4
BREAKOUT (30+ min)

BIG IDEA
#SQUADGOALS = high 
acceptance and high 

challenge

NEXT STEP
Invite one person to the 

Weekly next week.

#SQUADGOALS | Church (5 min)
Check out another awesome example of 

#SQUADGOALS.

Read Acts 2:42-47.
All the believers devoted themselves to the apostles’ 
teaching, and to fellowship, and to sharing in meals 
(including the Lord’s Supper), and to prayer. A deep 
sense of awe came over them all, and the apostles 

performed many miraculous signs and wonders. And all 
the believers met together in one place and shared 
everything they had. They sold their property and 

possessions and shared the money with those in need. 
They worshiped together at the Temple each day, met 
in homes for the Lord’s Supper, and shared their meals 

with great joy and generosity— all the while praising 
God and enjoying the goodwill of all the people. And 

each day the Lord added to their fellowship those who 
were being saved.

Think about what this kind of squad would look like 
today. Eating together? Learning about God together? 

Talking to God together? Hanging out at home 
together? Sharing everything? Helping each other all 
the time? Sacrificing for each other? Being joyful and 
generous and thankful? Adding new friends to your 
squad every single day? Making a difference in the 

world, together?

This is literally God’s plan for changing the world. 
Next week is gonna be awesome, so...

Next Step: Decide on at least one person to invite to 
the Weekly next week.

Discussion (20 min)
1. Look at your quadrants from the end of 

large group. Why is it so important that your 
squad be both accepting and challenging?

2. What are some friendships you have that 
you’d put in the STRESSED quadrant? What 
are some friendships you have that you’d 
put in the COMFY quadrant?

3. Why is the DEAD quadrant so dangerous for 
our relationships? How would you deal with 
relationships that are in the DEAD quadrant?

4. In what ways can you be more accepting of 
your friends?

5. In what ways can you be more challenging 
to your friends?

6. What do you want your squad to be known 
for?



Part 1: Site elements
● Welcome, announcements, expectations, game, worship

Part 2: Guide
● Welcome to the Weekly! We’re in a series called #SQUADGOALS.

○ If you have tons of great friends...this series is for you.
○ If you have zero friends...this series is for you.
○ If you have some friends, but they kind of suck sometimes...this series if for you.
○ If you have one or two decent friends...this series is for you.
○ If you have tons of online friends, but you still feel lonely...this series is for you.

● You get the idea. No matter your friend situation, you’re in the right place.
● We’re talking about the amazing value of having real friendships in your life.
● We all have different #SQUADGOALS, but we’re seeing lots of things in common with our squads.

Part 3: Video - #SQUADGOALS | Part 4

Part 4: Guide
● BIG IDEA: #SQUADGOALS = high acceptance and high challenge
● CONNECT: Share a few quick stories of how you’ve seen great #SQUADGOALS with high-acceptance 

AND high-challenge at the Weekly. Share how your community that challenges AND accepts you has 
changed your life.

● Take a few minutes to think about the acceptance-challenge quadrants. Specifically focus on the 
STRESSED and COMFY quadrants.
○ What are some friendships you have that you’d put in the STRESSED quadrant? That means 

friends who challenge you a lot, but don’t really accept you.
○ What are some friendships you have that you’d put in the COMFY quadrant? That means friends 

who accept you, but don’t really challenge you.

*BREAKOUT GROUPS should be about 35 minutes long.

#SQUADGOALS | Part 4
LARGE GROUP (15-20 min)

BIG IDEA
#SQUADGOALS = high 
acceptance and high 

challenge

NEXT STEP
Invite one person to the 

Weekly next week.



2018 Series 6
#SQUADGOALS Part 4

Large Group
Item Usage Details Provided by

“SQUADRANT” sheets 1 per student Page 5, cardstock, black & white,
 Cut into quarter sheets site

Pens 1 per student 
(reusable) site

Small Group
Item Usage Details Provided by

Bible 1 per group site

Pens
1 per student 

(reusable)
site
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